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assets secure, no matter where 
they reside or how they’re used
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MISSION
our mission is to create added value in the it security space. to ensure that sensitive corporate 
information is always secure wherever it resides and regardless of whether it is stored, moved or 
used. at secude, we’re devoted to identifying and closing the security gaps that exist in today’s 
corporate it environments by providing the technology, powerful management tools, and 24/7 
support to ensure complete security that never gets in the way. from within the perimeter, on 
mobile platforms, and within the cloud we keep it confidential.

VISION
we keep your sensitive corporate information confidential on any platform across any device 
now with the power to seamlessly manage your data with secure information access manage-
ment for on-premise, cloud and mobile. it’s security at the speed of business.
imagine keeping all your key information assets secure, no matter where they reside or how 
they’re used. secude provides integrated security solutions now with the power to seamlessly 
manage them so they never get in the way of doing what you do best… run your business.
 
STRATEGY 
secude delivers a strategy of “embracing and extending” the existing security infrastructures 
of organizations. founded in 1996 by sap and fraunhofer and based in switzerland, secude, is 
a leading global it security solutionist. secude combines the knowledge of enterprise it infra-
structures, particularly sap environments, with deep security expertise. we provide integrated 
security solutions and the power to seamlessly manage it so it never gets in the way of running 
your business. we “extend” existing it infrastructure such as sap’s erp environment, microsoft 
windows infrastructures, and mobile device management solutions. these products are flexible 
to adapt to customer requirements and can be easily integrated with business processes that 
protect data-in-use, data-in-transit and data-at-rest, such as encrypting documents once they 
leave the sap environment and protecting mobile devices. 

PRODUCT STRATEGY
our product strategy is focused on providing security solutions to protect sensitive corporate 
information regardless of where it’s stored—including enterprise systems like servers, as well as 
endpoints like laptops, pc’s or mobile devices. our secure functionality goes beyond enterprise 
borders and across platforms to communications between enterprises and third parties (collabo-
ration and federation issues). for security that extends beyond enterprise systems and corporate 
perimeters and the power to seamlessly manage it all.
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SECUDE provides an integrated portfolio of data security solutions.

SECUDE bridges the gaps that exist in today’s corporate IT environments by providing the 
missing puzzle pieces for comprehensive data security infrastructure.

Our goal is to protect your data, no matter where it is stored and no matter how it is accessed, 

so you can focus on running your business!

FinallySecure Enterprise is a flex-
ible data protection solution that 
encrypts entire hard disks or par-
titions at the sector level securely 
and efficiently. additionally, final-
lysecure enterprise can enable 
pre-boot authentication, which 
authenticates users before the 
launch of the operating system via 
a password or smartcard. 

SecureFolder Enterprise is a 
shared folder encryption solution 
that protects sensitive corporate 
data computers, network drives, 
and in the cloud. this transparent 
encryption solution provides an 
additional level of authorization 
alongside the default file system 
permissions. securefolder enter-
prise prevents unauthorized users 
and administrators from gaining 
access to confidential informa-
tion such as personal or financial 
data. securefolder enterprise in-
tegrates seamlessly into micro-
soft windows without requiring 
changes to the file system struc-
ture, which ensures that data 
backup and restore services are 
not affected. 

SecureDocument bridges the gap 
between sap security and the 
rest of your it landscape by us-
ing microsoft’s active directory 
rights management services to 
automatically apply information 
rights management (irm) pro-
tection to data downloaded from 
sap. the data classification mech-
anism is based on sap’s existing 
roles and authorization model to 
protect files, of any type or exten-
sion, coming out of sap. 

SecureFolder Mobile is a mobile 
data protection solution that has 
been specifically designed to pro-
vide secure access to shared data 
stored inside the corporate peri-
miter or in the cloud. its cross-
platform architecture allows 
secure data access from worksta-
tions and mobile devices. 

SAP NetWeaver Single Sign-On 
is a modular productivity and 
security solution for sap that 
combines secure authentication, 
single sign-on and data-in-transit 
encryption.
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ABOUT SECUDE
secude is an innovative global provider of it data protection solutions. the company 
was founded in 1996 as a partnership between sap ag and the fraunhofer institute in 
germany. fraunhofer is europe’s largest application-oriented research organization. in 
early 2011, secude sold secude application security to sap ag, to focus on its core 
competency: endpoint security. secude helps customers protect sensitive data from 
loss or theft and to meet legal and industry requirements and guidelines. since 2011, 
secude has been part of the sap® partneredge™ Value added reseller program and 
an sap distribution partner in germany, switzerland and the usa. as an sap Value 
added reseller (Var), secude sells licenses, consulting and implementation services 
for the sap netweaver® single sign-on solutions in addition to its own product port-
folio. today, secude is trusted by a large number of fortune 500 companies, including 
many daX companies. Bringing together best global talent in the it security industry, 
secude has offices in europe, north america and asia.

GERMANY
secude gmbh
Rheinstrasse 97

64295 Darmstadt

tel : +49 6151 828 97 0
fax : +49 6151 828 97 26

USA
secude it security, llc

3331 sundew ct
alpharetta, ga 30005

tel: +1 (770) 360-5530
fax: +1 (678) 264-1538

SINGAPORE
secude singapore pte ltd

12 marina Boulevard
#17-01 marina Bay financial 

centre tower 3
singapore 018982

tel: +65 6809 5096
fax: +65 6809 5001

SWITzERLAND
secude international ag

werftestrasse 4a
6005 luzern

tel: +41 61 366 30 00
fax: +41 61 366 30 26


